
Lampworkers Society Minutes: 9/13/2020 
Host: Zoom 

 
Everyone joined the meeting eating late lunches… Several members were going to miss this meeting, Joan 
was feeling sick, suspecting food poisoning, Linda had a virtual baby shower to attend and Lendy had been 
struck down by a fierce bout of vertigo. 
 
Kathleen told us about her exciting acquisition of a ceramic kiln plus a HUGE collection of ancient glazes, kiln 
furniture and all manor of kiln goodies at a fantastic price!  (there was much rejoicing) 
 
Official Start: 
 
With 8 members in attendance, the meeting was officially called to order and Kathleen asked for a reading of 
last month's minutes. 
 
Secretary: Such reading. Many minutes.  
 
Treasurer: Les reports no exciting changes to the account.  Our total balance is sitting at $3832.85 
 
Membership:  Fred had nothing new to report. (Tori will be officially joining soon!) 
 
VP/Librarian: Erin was absent once again 
 
Historian: Lendy was out with vertigo… our history is a mystery 
 
Web: Tom reported looking into having the video demos on the website only to find that they wanted us to pay 
for an upgraded account for that content.  I offered to make the videos private and in the next notes (these 
VERY ones!) I would be able to share it with the group. 
 
Tom also shocked us all when he announced that he wouldn’t be running the web portion of the Lampworkers 
Society after this year because he is moving to Florida!!  We will miss him and his epic boro/plant creations... 
 
Old Business: Katleen had emailed Carla about purchasing the web domain, but hadn’t heard back yet.  
 
I talked a bit about the growing possibility of a virtual glass galore, even showing off a mock-up of a potential 
website via screen share. Not many members had websites or online storefronts, making the task a bit 
daunting.  We discussed how best to wrangle all of the items that would need to be photographed and entered 
into an online storefront.  (More work has been done on this…)  I mentioned using a squarestore for the show 
and Kathleen requested a list of things I would need from members for this to work. (Photos, Title, Price, 
Description)  Les suggested paying for fees or expenses incurred during the show prep process/an upgraded 
site for the sale from the SLLS account. We have several photographers in the group and have had offers to 
help wrangle consistent images from Les, Tori, Joan and myself.  We pondered having a non-meeting meet up 
in a park to exchange/photograph work and get things all in one place for shipping.  
 
New Business: A physical meeting of the society for exchange of work was brought up but no date/location 
was decided on.  (there are still members who work full time/9 to 5.)  I decided to try and feel out what was 
needed first/who needed help before we put out the call for a meet up.  Gloria offered up her epic back porch.  



 
Les offered to send me the paperwork for our society's Tax exempt status if I needed it for setting up a 
go-fund-me for donations to Marilyn’s memorial fund.  
 
Les also asked about how shipping would work for everyone's pieces for a virtual show.  I offered to handle the 
main bulk of the shipping (maybe the SLLS can pay for some postage on Stamps.com? Usually $3.05 for up to 
5oz in a small indestructo and bubble envelope.) 
 
Q-Tips: 
 
Joan gave us some pointers on photographing artwork:(SUPER HELPFUL STUFF!) 

● Fire Mountain Gems has a video posted on how to properly photograph work with a smartphone. (I 
couldn’t find it on their website…) 

● Shut your lights off.  (all but the photobooth lights) too many battling light spectrums 
● Use daylight balanced bulbs/LEDs in your photo lights. (or natural lighting outside…) 
● Control your shadows. You do not want shadows from both sides. Use a piece of white illustration 

board on one side to bounce the light back from one side for dramatic shading. 
● Dichro is hard to photograph: Dichro can be placed underwater with a black mirror behind to get a true 

look. 
● Keep your background simple. Black, white or a grayscale gradient.  The focus of your photo should be 

your work and not the background noise. 
● Clean your background, clean your glass, clean your lightbulbs!  Fingerprints, dust and hairs will show 

up and distract. 
● You can make a mini “invisible stand” by making a pointed flat drop (like a very skinny hershey's kiss…) 

on the torch with a clear rod and using that as a bead stand. Or use clear museum wax to hold a bead 
upright and in place for the photo. 

● Make sure the table/space you are shooting on is stable.  Bouncing and movement will affect the clarity 
of your shot. 

● If you cannot keep your phone/camera steady, use a tripod. 
● Rock salt is a good background for glass photography.  
● Create an invisible line for photographing earrings by suspending a piece of fishing line on buttons 

through the center of your photobooth (this works best if you have a fabric/plastic photo booth, but a cut 
milk carton can be used as well...), this lets you create a “floating” appearance. 

● To photograph multiple sides of a bead, pick up a little mirrored electric turntable for super 
consistency/video/stopmotion or just reach in and turn the as you go, taking pics of each angle.(in 
response to a question from Linda)  

 
I asked about other glass artists' experiences with various blacks reacting to silver glass in different combos.  I 
wanted to know if I would lose the reactions if I went ahead with my traditional etching of the body. General 
consensus was that the colors would be lost.  Kathleen threatened to buy the super shiny reactive body bat to 
save it from an acidy-matte fate. (she followed through and the shiny bat was adopted and saved! Maybe this 
should be a new sales technique “oh? You want all this body color?  Better buy him quick!!!  He’s being 
lowered into acid even now!  Send money or the bat gets it!”) 
 
Show & Tell: 
 



● Tom showed off a homemade, hand-operated lathe-style tube roller to be used with a regular torch. 
Composed of a heavy steel base plate, angle aluminum pieces, skateboard bearings, threaded rods 
and nuts. 

● Linda shared her “planetary bead” A tiny earth! 
● Gloria got great responses to her newest tiny sculptures!  A tiny elephant and fish, wee bees, a tiny bee 

hive and a group of little pumpkins! 
● Laura had forgotten to send photos, but held up a variety of silver glass sample beads (mostly stringer 

designs and beads inspired by the artwork of Linsdsay Obermeyer.) and a collection of Bats Most Wee 
- still on the mandrels and awaiting acid etching. 

● Les showed us examples of his successful experimental stained glass strip-glass beads. (some with 
bits of dichro added in and one encased - with no incompatibilities showing yet! He has plans to test the 
strength with a freezer and boiling water…)  Tom chimed in with a suggestion using a polariscope - or 
as a neat hack: a pair of polarized sunglasses and a camera phone - to check for stress in transparent 
glass. 

● Nadine blew our minds with the glorious colors she coaxed into being on her Firelotus Beads. The 
group discussed the casual cruelty of Nadine continually showing off such gorgeous beads made of 
discontinued/out of production glass… 

 
Demo:  
 
No demo this round… but here are the links to the last few demos if you missed them or wanted to rewatch. 
(Please remember not to share these links publicly!  They are intended for the SLLS Members ONLY!) 
 
Link to My video of a Furbonacci Spiral Painting Demo (from our September meeting) : 
https://youtu.be/TioDKghZF3M 
 
Link to Lendy’s Murini Building & Use Demo (from our August Meeting): https://youtu.be/A5pjMufzphE 
 
Meeting Closing Notes:  
 
Kathleen issued her presidential challenge of Fall/Halloween beads for the next month's meeting and called the 
meeting to a close.  
 
End of the Lampworkers Society Meeting for September 13th, 2020. 
 
Link to the STL Lampworkers Society website: stlouisbead.wordpress.com 
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